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1. Execution of the Tire Purchasing Service
   - Get bindings of tire dealers
   - Ask for service hosts near tire dealer (manual optimization)
   - Fork (tire dealer bindings)
   - Execute negotiator on service host
   - Wait for results
   - Sort results by price
   - Conclude contracts with participants

2. Dynamic Service Selection: Service Hosts for tmModel Negotiator near Tire Dealers
   - Get Offer from Tire Dealer

3. Runtime Service Loading: Negotiator Services
   - Dynamic Service Selection: tmModel Forwarding Agency

4. Get Offer from Tire Dealer
   - Fork (forwarding agency bindings)
   - Wait for results
   - Determine cheapest offers

5. Dynamic Service Selection: tmModel Forwarding Agency
   - Get Offers from Forwarding Agencies

6. Get Offers from Forwarding Agencies
   - Get bindings of forwarding agencies near tire dealer
   - Calculate total costs
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